MATTRESSES
Come-for, Extra, Dynasty, Active New,
Infinity, Regeneration, Sweet
Sleep, Smart Kids, Notte

ACCENT 2+
The model Accent-2 + is a firm mattress
with the core of the strengthened
spring block. The distinguishing feature
of Accent-2 + is its capability to sustain
high static and dynamic loads.

the strengthened
spring block

maximum load
is 140 kg

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Natural cotton
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Spring Foam
Hard felt
Open spring block (strengthened)
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Spring Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Natural wool
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
firm

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm
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Eco Friendly

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

double sided
mattress

summer/ winter
effect

PRACTIC
SOFT
With the combination of a 5-zone
spring block Pocket Spring and foam
Spring Foam, the mattress provides
orthopedic and anatomical effects,
while the price of the mattress remains
affordable.

Popular
model

Affordable
price

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Natural cotton
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Spring Foam
Hard felt
Pocket Spring (5 zones of firmness)
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Spring Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Natural wool
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

19 cm

5 zones of
firmness

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

summer/ winter
effect
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COME-FOR

FIRMNESS

DELIGHT
SOFT
The asymmetrical model Delight Soft
is an ideal solution for the people who
are searching a mattress with a block
of independent springs as the core, at
affordable price.

Popular
model

Affordable
price

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Natural cotton
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Spring Foam
Coconut coir
Hard felt
Pocket Spring (5 zones of firmness)
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Spring Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Natural wool
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Eco Friendly

Coconut
coir

summer/ winter
effect

5 zones
of firmness

RELAX
PREMIUM
Due to the strengthened spring block,
the mattress Relax Premium is capable
to sustain high static and dynamic
loads. This model is an ideal variant
for the people with a heavy build and
also for the people who prefer a firm
mattress to sleep on.

Natural
line

maximum load
is 140 kg

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Natural cotton
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Sponflex
Hard felt
Hard felt
Pocket Spring strengthened
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Hard felt
Sponflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Natural wool
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

firm

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

21 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Pocket Spring
strengthened

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

summer/ winter
effect

handles for turning
over the mattress
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COME-FOR

FIRMNESS

MINI
ROLL
MiniRoll is a mattress in a compact
vacuum packaging, which is made of
highly elastic material Aero Foam; the
mattress does not undergo deformation
and easily recovers its original shape.

Convenient for
transportation

The best
price

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Aero Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

13 cm
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Eco Friendly

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

double sided
mattress

Air
circulation

COCO
ROLL
The model CocoRoll is the mattress of
asymmetrical firmness. One side of the
mattress is firm with a layer of coir that
is resistant to wear and durable capable
to sustain maximum loads; the other is
resilient and soft due to the layer of the
material Aero Foam.

Convenient for
transportation

Coconut
coir

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Natural cotton
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Soft Foam
Coconut coir
Aero Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Natural wool
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

medium/firm

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

17 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

handles for turning
over the mattress

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

summer/ winter
effect

Asymmetrical
firmness
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COME-FOR

FIRMNESS

SOFTY
Due to its orthopaedic properties the
mattress ensures the correct position
of the body of a child during sleep. The
core of the mattress is Sponflex, the
material made of natural regenerated
fibers of cotton, linen and jute.

Natural line

The best price

FILLINGS

TICKING
Coarse calico (natural cotton)
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Sponflex
Sponflex
Sponflex
Sponflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Coarse calico (natural cotton)

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

80 kg

HEIGHT

8 cm
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Ticking with
a zip

symmetrical
firmness

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress
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EXTRA

ARGON
Mattress Argon - this is the base model
of a series of firm mattresses Extra. It is
built according to a two-sided stiffness
scheme based on a reinforced spring
block and special Spring Foam foam
and is a balanced model with increased
weight load.

Pocket Spring eXtra
box spring

maximum load
is 160 kg

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Spring Foam 2
Hard felt
Air mesh
Spring block Pocket Spring Extra
Hard felt
Spring Foam 2
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Polyester padding
Tricot fabric
Webbing

FIRMNESS
firm

LOAD

160 kg

HEIGHT

22 cm
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Twin Side
technology

AirFlow
ventilation system

Stress Free
technology

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

Orto+ spine
support

CHROME
Chrome mattress is a model with an
additional firm layer of latex coconut
coir on one side. It is built according
to the scheme of many-sided stiffness
with increased weight load. Coconut
coir has been designed to increase the
rigidity of the mattress without reducing
the anatomical properties
of the mattress.

Coconut coir

Pocket Spring
eXtra box spring

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Spring Foam 2
Hard felt
Air mesh
Spring block Pocket Spring Extra
Hard felt
Coconut coir
Spring Foam 2
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Polyester padding
Tricot fabric
Webbing

firm/extra firm

LOAD

160 kg

HEIGHT

22 cm

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

AirFlow
ventilation system

Stress Free
technology

Orto+ spine
support

Multi Sense
technology
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EXTRA

FIRMNESS

IRIDIUM
Iridium mattress is the flagship model in the
line of mattress Extra. It includes two of the
most popular flooring layers - Natural latex
and Visco Memory. These materials are
located on different sides of the mattress,
making it possible to change not only the
rigidity of the mattress, but also the feeling
of a berth at one's own discretion.

Visco Memory

Natural latex

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Natural latex
Hard felt
Air mesh
Spring block Pocket Spring Extra
Hard felt
Visco Memory
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Polyester padding
Tricot fabric
Webbing

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

LOAD

160 kg

HEIGHT

22 cm
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AirFlow
ventilation system

Stress Free
technology

Multi Sense
technology

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

Orto+ spine
support

Pocket Spring
eXtra box spring

CARBON
Carbon Mattress is a springless model in the
series of hard mattresses Extra. Due to use
of a new Extra Foam foam, the springless
model can withstand a load of 160 kg per
berth. In addition, the surface layer of the
Carbon has been executed with the help of
contour cutting technology. This provides
the mattress with 5 zones of rigidity and an
additional massage effect.

Maximum load
is 160 kg

No springs

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Ortho Foam
Air mesh
Mono Foam/Extra Foam
Ortho Foam
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Polyester padding
Tricot fabric
Webbing

firm

LOAD

160 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm

Twin Side
technology

AirFlow ventilation
system

Stress Free
technology

Symmetrical
firmness

Orto+ spine
support
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EXTRA

FIRMNESS

STEWART
ROYAL
The basic model of the mattress based
on the monoblock of orthopedic Flex
Foam foam. Flex foam is a special
solid material with a high coefficient
of elasticity. Due to the combination
of these characteristics, it perfectly
allocates pressure on the surface, and
strengthens support for the spine.

Pocket
Spring Sky7

Flex Foam

FILLINGS
TOPPER
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Interfacing fabric
Flex Foam
FILLINGS
Hard felt
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

medium

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

27 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

7 zones
of firmness

reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

carrying
handles

special proceed
of cloth Soft Touch

one sided
mattress
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DYNASTY

FIRMNESS

LANCASTER
ROYAL
Mattress with intensive rigidity of a berth.
The presence of latex coconut coir
provides enhanced orthopedic support for
the spine during sleep, while the comfort
layers do not lose their elasticity.

Coconut
coir

Flex
Foam

FILLINGS
TOPPER
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Interfacing fabric
Flex Foam
Coconut coir
Flex Foam
FILLINGS
Hard felt
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
firm

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

27 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

7 zones
of firmness

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

Carrying
handles

Special proceed
of cloth Soft Touch

Pocket
Spring Sky7

VALOIS
ROYAL
Orthopedic mattress containing two
types of foam in the filling. Standard
layer Visco Memory and double layer
of Flex Foam. This double layer of Flex
foam enhances orthopedic support for
the spine, and Visco Memory provides
mattress anatomical function.

Visco
Memory

Flex
Foam x2

FILLINGS
TOPPER
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Interfacing fabric
Visco Memory
Flex Foam
FILLINGS
Hard felt
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

medium

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

27 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

7 zones
of firmness

reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

carrying
handles

special proceed
of cloth Soft Touch

Pocket
Spring Sky7
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DYNASTY

FIRMNESS

ROTHSCHILD
ROYAL
Mattress with improved orthopedic
and anatomical characteristics. The base
is a double layer of Visco Memory and a
standard layer of Flex foam. This combination
has been designed to precisely follow the
contours of the body and undertake
evenly weight of a sleeping person. Maximum
muscle relaxation and proper rest during sleep
are achieved, due to this.

2 х Visco
Memory

Flex
Foam

FILLINGS
TOPPER
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Interfacing fabric
2 х ViscoMemory
Flex Foam
FILLINGS
Hard felt
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
comfort

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

27 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

7 zones
of firmness

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

Carrying
handles

Special proceed
of cloth Soft Touch

Pocket
Spring Sky7

BORBONE
ROYAL
The model of the mattress on the base
of a high spring block SKY 7. Layer
of perforated natural latex and an
enlarged layer of Flex Foam foam have
been used in the comfort layers. Latex
ensures the mattress with premium
comfort, and substantial foam layer
performs an orthopedic function.

Natural
latex

Flex
Foam x2

FILLINGS
TOPPER
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Interfacing fabric
Natural latex
Flex Foam
FILLINGS
Hard felt
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
TICKING
Interfacing fabric
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

medium

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

27 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

7 zones
of firmness

reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

carrying
handles

special proceed
of cloth Soft Touch

Pocket
Spring Sky7
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DYNASTY

FIRMNESS

JUMP NEW
The model Jump is a base mattress of
the Active series. This mattress has all
the benefits of the Active series.
We have used a special foam Orto
Foamfor the filling of the mattress.
It provides with comfort, elasticity,
durability and all the necessary
indicators for a comfortable sleep. The
combination of this foam and Pocket
Spring independent spring block
gives the mattress an orthopedic and
anatomical effect.

Ortho Foam

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Ortho Foam
Ortho Foam
Hard felt
The spring block Pocket Spring
Hard felt
Furniture fabric

medium

3-year warranty

Ticking with
a zip
Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Orto+
spine support

Eco Friendly

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect
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ACTIVE NEW

FIRMNESS

DRIFT
NEW
The model Drift with unique Memory Gel
material. This is a hybrid of Technogel
and Visco Memory which combines their
best properties. The main effect of Visco
Memory is enhanced by means of granules
of a special gel that absorbs excessive heat
during sleep, and in the case of a cool
temperature, it remains warm for longer
period, and this raises the quality of sleep
to an unequalled level.

Memory Gel

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Memory Gel
Visco Memory
Hard felt
The spring block Pocket Spring
Hard felt
Furniture fabric

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

3-year warranty

Ticking with
a zip

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Orto+
spine support

Eco Friendly

Visco Memory

SPRINT
NEW
The model Sprint has been developed taking
into account the increased requirements to
comfort and used materials. Only natural
latex is used as comfort layers in this
mattress. Its special perforated structure
allows the mattress to "breathe" during
person's sleep, which means it carries out
thermo, hydro and air exchange between the
body and the environment. Natural latex has an
antibacterial, antifungal and antimate effects, and
this makes it indispensable during prolonged use.

Natural latex

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Natural latex
Natural latex
Hard felt
The spring block Pocket Spring
Hard felt
Furniture fabric

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

3-year warranty

Ticking with
a zip

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Orto+
spine support

Eco Friendly

one sided
mattress
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ACTIVE NEW

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

FLASH
NEW
The model Flash with comfort layers
made of Visco Memory material. This
elastic material accurately follows the
contours of a human without response
pressure on the body. Due to this,
small vessels and capillaries will not be
pinched during sleep, and all the organs
receive the required amount of oxygen,
while you have a deep sleep and an
easy period of awakening.

Visco Memory

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Visco Memory
Visco Memory
Hard felt
The spring block Pocket Spring
Hard felt
Furniture fabric

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

3-year warranty

Ticking with
a zip

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Orto+
spine support

Eco Friendly

one sided
mattress

SKATE
NEW
The mattress Skate falls into springless models,
with a trimmed cover. Made according to
the system of double-sided rigidity. The
combination of two types of orthopedic
foam gives different feelings during relax.
The product is executed of two types of
orthopedic foam, with a variegated pattern of
the contour cutting. The coating on each side is
perforated, which provides additional rigidity to the
mattress. Thorough cutting of two layers of orthopedic
foam gives the product an additional massage effect.

Asymmetrical
firmness

No springs
mattress

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Mono Foam
Soft Foam
Furniture fabric
TICKING
Spunbond
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

medium/firm

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

3-year warranty

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Ticking with
a zip

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress
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ACTIVE NEW

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект
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VEGA
The basic model of the mattress,
medium hardness. Suits perfectly for
people having no problems of the
musculoskeletal system, children,
adolescents. There is a specific
perforation increasing the orthopedic
effect on one side. The core of the
mattress is made of special Mono foam,
which is quite elastic and comfortable
at the same time.

Mono Foam

Symmetrical
firmness

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Mono Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

16 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Tricot fabric

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly
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INFINITY

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

ORION
Two-sided model of a mattress with
a layer of coconut coir on one side. A
wonderful model for people with heavy
weight. An unimpeachable combination
of springless base, latex coconut coir and
soft foam will bring a feeling of perfect
comfort. You are guaranteed to receive
not only the correct position of the body
during sleep, but also an unequalled night,
and a cheerful morning.

Mono Foam

Coconut coir

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Coconut coir
Mono Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

17 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Asymmetrical
firmness

Tricot fabric

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly

PULSAR
The best choice for those who
are accustomed to supercomfort.
Innovative material Visco Memory
has been designed for people having
high requirements to material and
sleep quality. We believe that this s
the right combination to take you to a
state of weightlessness, which means
an unsurpassed feeling of joy and
comfort for the whole night. For people
accustomed to the best in our life.

Mono Foam

Visco Memory

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Visco Memory
Mono Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
soft/medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

18 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Asymmetrical
firmness

Tricot fabric

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly
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INFINITY

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

SPACE
The top of this collection. Material
Memory Gel, which improves
thermoregulation, shall provide a durable
and comfortable sleep, and maintain the
optimum temperature of the sleeping
berth. Thermal control is the basic
and principal task of this ultra-modern
material. If you are used to being the first,
to be a leader and you do not let any
compromise on quality, this mattress will
be exactly what you need.

Mono Foam

Memory Gel

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Memory Gel
Mono Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект

FIRMNESS
soft/medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

18 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Asymmetrical
firmness

Tricot fabric

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly

GALAXY
A classic but still effective combination of
natural latex and springless foundation.
If 100% environmental friendliness is
important for you, you are active fan of the
eco-style of life; in this case, the model
has been developed especially for you.
In addition to environmental friendliness,
we should remember that latex naturally
supports the correct position of the body
and guarantees time-tested comfort and
convenience.

Mono Foam

Natural latex

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Natural latex
Mono Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
soft/medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

18 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Asymmetrical
firmness

Tricot fabric

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly
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INFINITY

Анатомический
и ортопедический
эффект
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R2
The mattress on a high spring block
SKY 7. Memory Gel is the main layer of
comfort. It is a hybrid of Visco Memory
and TechnoGel and combines their
best properties. This mattress perfectly
follows contours of the body, allocates
pressure evenly, provides active
thermoregulation.

Pocket Spring
Sky7

Memory
Gel

FILLINGS
TICKING
Fabric Molecule
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Memory Gel
Soft Foam
Spring Foam
Ortho Foam
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
Fabric Deep Gray

medium

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

28 cm

Anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Biorythmic
technology

Thermocontrol
technology

Ultracomfort
technology

5-year
warranty

7 zones
of firmness
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REGENERATION

FIRMNESS

R3
Springless model of mattress. It is based
on the block of orthopedic foam Ortho
Foam with special five-zone perforation.
Memory Gel is the main layer of comfort.
It is a hybrid of Visco Memory and
TechnoGel and combines their best
properties. Perfectly follows the contours
of the body, distributes pressure evenly,
provides active thermoregulation.

No springs
mattress

Memory
Gel

FILLINGS
TICKING
Fabric Molecule
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Memory Gel
Soft Foam
Mono Foam
Ortho Foam (5 zones)
Fabric Deep Gray

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

23 cm
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Thermocontrol
technology

Anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Biorythmic
technology

Ultracomfort
technology

5-year
warranty

R4
Model on a high spring block SKY 7.
High comfort is provided due to a layer
of unique Cloud Memory material. The
new Cloud Memory formula allows it
to adapt to the contours of the body
quicker, and also retains its elasticity
under any temperature changes. In
addition, a special structure of the
cells allows the mattress to "breathe",
increasing ventilation.

Pocket Spring
Sky7

Cloud
Memory

FILLINGS
TICKING
Fabric Molecule
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Cloud Memory
Soft Foam
Spring Foam
Ortho Foam
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
Fabric Deep Gray

soft

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

28 cm

Anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Biorythmic
technology

Air
circulation

Ultracomfort
technology

5-year
warranty

7 zones
of firmness
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REGENERATION

FIRMNESS

R5
Springless model of a mattress. It is based
on the block of orthopedic foam Ortho
Foam with special five-zone perforation.
High comfort is provided due to a layer of
Cloud Memory material. Cloud Memory
formula allows it to adapt to the contours
of the body quicker, and also retains its
elasticity under any temperature changes,
it has good air conduction as well.

Cloud
Memory

No springs
mattress

FILLINGS
TICKING
Fabric Molecule
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Cloud Memory
Soft Foam
Mono foam
Ortho Foam (5 zones)
Fabric Deep Gray

FIRMNESS
soft

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

22 cm
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Air
circulation

Anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Biorythmic
technology

Ultracomfort
technology

5-year
warranty

R6
Mattress model on a high spring block
SKY 7 with a combination of several
types of comfort layers for the most
suitable orthopedic and anatomical
effects. We have achieved not so high
price and high consumer characteristics
without reducing the level of comfort in
this line of mattresses.

Pocket Spring
Sky7

The best
price

FILLINGS
TICKING
Fabric Molecule
Polyester padding
Interfacing fabric
FILLINGS
Soft Foam
Spring Foam
Ortho Foam
Hard felt
Pocket Spring Sky7
Hard felt
Fabric Deep Gray

medium

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

26 cm

Anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Biorythmic
technology

Air
circulation

Reinforced edge
«Contour 360»

5-year
warranty

7 zones
of firmness
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REGENERATION

FIRMNESS

R7
The top of the collection, a mattress
based on the monoblock of natural
seven-zone perforated latex and
flow-through perforation for better air
exchange. Natural latex allows to create
ideal conditions for orthopedic and
anatomical effects.

Eco model
of matresses

Mono
Latex

FILLINGS
TICKING
Fabric Molecule
FILLINGS
Mono Latex
Fabric Deep Gray

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

16 cm
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Air
circulation

Anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Biorythmic
technology

No springs
mattress

5-year
warranty
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SWEET SLEEP

ETUDE
GRANDE
Model with a reinforced Bonnel spring
block, which can endure increased
weight loads.

Thermoflex

Open Spring Block
Strengthened

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Hard felt
Open spring block Strengthened
Hard felt
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

130 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

Foam
encasement

Handles for turning
over the mattress

SONATA
LIGHT
The basic model of the mattress
with independent springs, is
characterized by high anatomicality
and attractive price.

Thermoflex

The spring block
Pocket Spring

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Hard felt
The spring block Pocket Spring
Hard felt
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

19 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

Foam
encasement

Handles for turning
over the mattress
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SWEET SLEEP

FIRMNESS

SONATA
Model with pronounced orthopedic
properties. The combination of a
5-zone spring block Pocket Spring
and a layer of Thermoflex, on both
sides of the mattress, ensures a
wonderful and comfortable sleep
throughout the night.

Thermoflex

The spring block
Pocket Spring
(5 zones of firmness)

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Hard felt
The spring block Pocket Spring (5 zones of firmness)
Hard felt
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

19 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

Foam
encasement

Handles for turning
over the mattress

OCTAVA
LIGHT
A model that combines the
comfort of an independent spring
block, and support due to a layer
of coconut coir.

Thermoflex

Coconut coir

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Coconut coir
Hard felt
Pocket Spring
Hard felt
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

medium/firm

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Asymmetrical
firmness

Pocket
Spring

double sided
mattress

Foam
encasement

Handles for turning
over the mattress
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SWEET SLEEP

FIRMNESS

OCTAVA
Comfortable model with diversified
firmness. The combination of a 5-zone
spring block, coconut coir and a
Thermoflex layer will provide the
necessary comfort support.

Thermoflex

Coconut coir

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Coconut coir
Hard felt
Pocket Spring (5 zones of firmness)
Hard felt
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

double sided
mattress

Pocket Spring
Asymmetrical
firmness (5 zones of firmness)

Foam
encasement

Handles for turning
over the mattress

BALANCE
A mattress of increased firmness,
and a weight load of 140 kg,
due to a special block of reinforced
independent springs.

Visco
Memory foam

Pocket Spring
strengthened

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Visco Memory
Hard felt
Hard felt
Pocket Spring strengthened
Hard felt
Hard felt
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

firm

LOAD

140 kg

HEIGHT

20 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Asymmetrical
firmness

Thermoflex

double sided
mattress

Foam
encasement

Handles for turning
over the mattress
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SWEET SLEEP

FIRMNESS

PEACH
Double-sided mattress for infants and
children up to 3 years. The latex coconut coir,
which provides them with rigidity, is optimally
suitable for kids healthy sleep. The durability
and hypoallergenicity of this material are
proved by experience.
Special fabric processing technology Q-dry
gives it a wonderful tactile effect, regulates
humidity, and has an antistatic effect. The
protective layer between fabric fibers protects
this mattress from dirtyness easily.

Kid’s mattress

No springs
mattress

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric Q-dry
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Light Foam
Coconut coir
Light Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric Q-dry

medium

LOAD

70 kg

HEIGHT

7 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

double sided
mattress

ticking
with a zip

The spring block
Pocket Spring

eco Friendly
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SMART KIDS

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS

LIME
Special mattress for babies and children
up to 3 years. Sponflex is used as a core
layer - a soft and elastic material with
natural fibers of wool, jute and flax plant.
A special fabric processing technology
Q-dry gives to mattress a wonderful
tactile effect, regulates humidity, and has
an antistatic effect. The protective layer
between the fibers of the fabric easily
protects them from pollution.

Kid’s mattress

Sponflex

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric Q-dry
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Light Foam
Sponflex
Light Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric Q-dry

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

70 kg

HEIGHT

8 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

double sided
mattress

ticking
with a zip

The spring block
Pocket Spring

eco Friendly

BANANA
Springless double-sided mattress
for the children aged 3 to 10 years.
Lightweight, reliable and modern
mattress, which does not contain
moving parts. Base of Mono Foam
foam provides the mattress with
elasticity and orthopedic support,
while Light Foam foam gives the
mattress more comfort.

Kid’s mattress

No springs
mattress

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric Q-dry
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Light Foam
Mono Foam
Light Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric Q-dry

medium

LOAD

90 kg

HEIGHT

14 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

double sided
mattress

ticking
with a zip

The spring block
Pocket Spring

eco Friendly
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SMART KIDS

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS

MANGO
In this double-sided model the Bonnel spring
block tested over the years, in combination
with Light Foam foam will provide necessary
comfort at a very moderate price.
Bonnel mini is a spring with a reduced
number of turns, designed particularly for
the kids series. It is sufficiently elastic and at
the same time comfortable for the correct
placement of the children's
musculoskeletal system.

The spring block
Bonnel mini

Double sided
mattress

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric Q-dry
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Light Foam
Hard felt
Open spring block Bonnel mini
Hard felt
Sponflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric Q-dry

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

90 kg

HEIGHT

16 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Sponflex

Light Foam

The spring block
Pocket Spring

eco Friendly

ORANGE
The double-sided model is ideal for
children aged 7 to 14 years. An independent
spring unit, where each spring adapts
the height and support to the shape of
the body individually, suits perfectly for
proper support of the spine. A special fabric
processing technology Q-dry gives to
mattress a wonderful tactile effect, regulates
humidity, and has an antistatic effect. The
protective layer between the fibers of the
fabric easily protects them from pollution.

Double sided
mattress

the spring block
Pocket Spring

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric Q-dry
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Light Foam
Hard felt
Pocket Spring
Hard felt
Light Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric Q-dry

medium

LOAD
HEIGHT

90 kg
20 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Tricot fabric
Q-dry

Light Foam

The spring block
Pocket Spring

eco Friendly
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SMART KIDS

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS
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MAGNUM
Double-sided mattress based on a
spring mono block of independent
springs Pocket Spring. The basis of
the filling is rigid felt and polyurethane
foam. The classic combination of such
materials provides the mattress with a
suitable level of comfort at a low price.

Pocket Spring

Double sided
mattress

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Polyurethane foam
Hard felt
Pocket Spring
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Polyurethane foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

medium

LOAD

120 kg

HEIGHT

18 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly

symmetrical
firmness

one sided mattress

Foam
encasement

Tricot
fabric
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NOTTE

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS

MAGNUM
COCOS
A model of versatile stiffness based on a
spring mono block of independent springs
Pocket Spring. One side of the mattress
is reinforced with a layer of latex coconut
coir. Availability of latex coconut coir
provides enhanced orthopedic support for
the spine during sleep, while the comfort
layers do not lose their elasticity.

Pocket Spring

Coconut
coir

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Polyurethane foam
Coconut coir
Hard felt
Pocket Spring
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Polyurethane foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

LOAD
HEIGHT
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120 kg
18,5 cm

Double sided
mattress

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

one sided mattress

Foam
encasement

Tricot
fabric

CONTOUR
The only springless model in the
line. It is based on the monoblock of
polyurethane foam with a specially
selected height for the optimal level of
comfort. This mattress distinguishes itself
with good elasticity and ability to restore
the shape quickly.
This model to be an excellent preventive
mean in the struggle against various
diseases of the musculoskeletal system.

Mono Foam

No springs
mattress

FILLINGS

TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Mono Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

medium

LOAD

90 kg

HEIGHT

12 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Double sided
mattress

Tricot
fabric

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly
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NOTTE

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS

LIGHT
Double-sided mattress based on Bonnel
spring block. The combination of Bonnel
spring block with rigid felt and low foam
provides the mattress with sufficient
elasticity and level of comfort at a low
price.

The spring
block Bonnel

Double sided
mattress

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Polyurethane foam
Hard felt
Open spring block
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Polyurethane foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD

90 kg

HEIGHT

18 cm
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anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly

symmetrical
firmness

one sided mattress

Foam
encasement

Tricot
fabric

LIGHT +
Double-sided mattress with double
layer of rigid felt and reinforced bonnel
block. The best choice for people with
overweight. Extra stiffness will be also
suitable for people with raised demands
to rigidity of a berth.

Double sided
mattress

The strengthened
spring block

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Polyurethane foam
Hard felt
Hard felt
Open spring block strengthened
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Hard felt
Polyurethane foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

firm

LOAD

100 kg

HEIGHT

19 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

symmetrical
firmness

Foam
encasement

Tricot
fabric

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly
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NOTTE

Разносторонняя
жесткость

FIRMNESS

LIGHT
SINGLE SIDE
Single-sided mattress based on the classic
Bonnel spring block.
Rigid felt, which has high wear resistance
and practicality, as well as the base height
of foam giving the product basic comfort,
have been used as filling layers. One-sided
layout makes this mattress compelling in
price.

one sided
mattress

The spring
block Bonnel

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Polyurethane foam
Hard felt
Open spring block
Foam encasement
Hard felt
Spunbond

FIRMNESS
medium

LOAD
HEIGHT

60

90 kg
16,5 cm

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

The spring block
Pocket Spring

Eco Friendly

Asymmetrical
firmness

one sided mattress

Foam
encasement

Tricot
fabric

Come-for, Aero, Sweet Sleep

61

COME-FOR

FUTONS

62

SPICE

FIRMNESS

The core of the futon is the resilient and elastic material
Spring Foam that does not undergo deformation when
folded. The removable ticking is made of resistant to wear
jacquard fabric that can be washed.

LOAD
HEIGHT

medium

Spring Foam

100 kg
5 cm

symmetrical
firmness

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Spring Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Tricot fabric

HELP

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

FIRMNESS

The futon is made with the core of the ecologically pure
filler Spring Foam. Due to its structure the material allows
air to freely circulate inside the mattress. Ventilation
ensures optimal microclimate of the product that prevents
appearance of fungi, dust mites and bacteria.

LOAD
HEIGHT

medium

Spring Foam

110 kg
8 cm

Symmetrical
firmness

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond

TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Tricot fabric

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

Air circulation
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COME-FOR

FILLINGS
Spring Foam

DUET

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

The sides of the futon Duet have different degrees of
firmness; it grants the possibility of choosing the most
suitable one.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
5 cm

Affordable
price

Sponflex

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Spring Foam
Hard felt
Sponflex
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect

Tricot fabric

TIME

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

The model Time is the mattress of asymmetrical firmness.
One side of the futon is hard with a layer of coir that is
flexible, resistant to wear and durable, capable to sustain
maximum loads; the other is resilient and soft due to the
layer of the material Spring Foam.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
7 cm

asymmetrical
firmness

Coconut coir

FILLINGS
TICKING
Tricot fabric
Sintepon
Spunbond
FILLINGS
Coconut coir
Spring Foam
TICKING
Spunbond
Sintepon
Tricot fabric

anatomical and
orthopaedic effect
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Tricot fabric

Eco Friendly

double sided
mattress

Air circulation

FLEX

FIRMNESS
medium

Reliable and practical model of Aero series is made based
on Flex Foam, new foamy material. The material properties
make it possible to smooth roughness of the sleeping
accommodation effectively and receive comfort of the
fully functional orthopedic mattress.

LOAD
HEIGHT

100 kg
6 cm

сarrying
straps

fixing devices
on the corners

FILLINGS
TICKING
Knitted fabric
Vatex
Vlieseline

TICKING
Vlieseline
Vatex
Knitted fabric
Разносторонняя
жесткость

3 years
warranty

Symmetrical
firmness

Air mesh

Removable
ticking

Knitted
ticking
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AERO

FILLINGS
Air mesh
Flex Foam

COCOS

FIRMNESS
firm

This is the futon with increased firmness for people who
require additional support for the spine during sleep. It is
suitable for back sleepers.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
6 cm

сarrying
straps

Coconut coir

FILLINGS
TICKING
Knitted fabric
Vatex
Vlieseline
FILLINGS
Air mesh
Flex Foam
Coconut coir
Flex Foam
TICKING
Vlieseline
Vatex
Knitted fabric
Разносторонняя
жесткость

3 years
warranty

Symmetrical
firmness

MEMO

Air mesh

Removable
ticking

Knitted
ticking

FIRMNESS
soft/medium

The model with high comfort is ideal for those who
want to get the effect of complete relaxation during sleep.
This futon can be an excellent choice for side sleepers.

LOAD
HEIGHT

100 kg
6 cm

Visco
Memory

fixing devices
on the corners

FILLINGS
TICKING
Knitted fabric
Vatex
Vlieseline
FILLINGS
Air mesh
Visco Memory
Flex Foam
TICKING
Vlieseline
Vatex
Knitted fabric
Разносторонняя
жесткость

3 years
warranty
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Symmetrical
firmness

Air mesh

Removable
ticking

Knitted
ticking

LATEX

FIRMNESS

Futon with a layer of natural latex is the optimal
combination of firmness and comfort, thanks to which
it is easier to achieve deep sleep. At the same time,
the model is distinguished by its high durability and
practicality.

LOAD
HEIGHT

soft/medium

Natural latex

120 kg
6 cm

fixing devices
on the corners

FILLINGS
TICKING
Knitted fabric
Vatex
Vlieseline
FILLINGS
Air mesh
Natural latex
Flex Foam
TICKING
Vlieseline
Vatex
Knitted fabric
Разносторонняя
жесткость

3 years
warranty

Symmetrical
firmness

MIX

Air mesh

Removable
ticking

Knitted
ticking

soft/medium

Visco Memory

FIRMNESS

The special feature of the futon is the combination
of Visco Memory layers and coconut coir specifying the
model surface comfort and necessary support for the
body at the same time.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
6 cm

Coconut coir

TICKING
Knitted fabric
Vatex
Vlieseline
FILLINGS
Air mesh
Visco Memory
Coconut coir
Flex Foam
TICKING
Vlieseline
Vatex
Knitted fabric
Разносторонняя
жесткость

3 years
warranty

Symmetrical
firmness

Air mesh

Removable
ticking

Knitted
ticking
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AERO

FILLINGS

BENEFICE

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

Perfectly flattens the large irregularities of the bed or
mattress. The layer of coconut coir will provide a
flat surface and necessary springiness during sleep.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
7 cm

Thermoflex

Coconut coir

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spundbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
Coconut coir
TICKING
Spundbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

Jacquard
fabric
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double sided
mattress

asymmetrical
firmness

Eco Friendly

Removable
ticking

Air
circulation

DEBUT FORTE
The highest futon in the series. It evens out with ease any
drops and irregularities of a sofa or an outdated mattress.
The new, eco-friendly material Thermoflex will make the
necessary microclimate for a comfortable sleep.

FIRMNESS

LOAD
HEIGHT

medium

Thermoflex

100 kg
8 cm

Symmetrical
firmness

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spundbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spundbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

Jacquard
fabric

double sided
mattress

DEBUT

Eco Friendly

Removable
ticking

Air
circulation

medium

Thermoflex

100 kg
6 cm

Symmetrical
firmness

FIRMNESS

Simple and reliable model. It will flatten perfectly the smallest
irregularities of the bed berth. Falling asleep on this model
you get the comfort of a full orthopedic mattress.

LOAD
HEIGHT

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spundbond

TICKING
Spundbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

Jacquard
fabric

double sided
mattress

Eco Friendly

Removable
ticking

Air
circulation
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SWEET SLEEP

FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
Thermoflex

MELODY

FIRMNESS

Double-sided futon made of Sponflex and Thermoflex
materials with different degrees of temperature control
of the sides.

LOAD
HEIGHT

medium

Thermoflex

100 kg
5,5 cm

Asymmetrical
firmness

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spundbond
FILLINGS
Thermoflex
Hard felt
Hard felt
Sponflex
TICKING
Spundbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

Jacquard
fabric

double sided
mattress

OPERA

Eco Friendly

Removable
ticking

Air
circulation

soft/medium

Thermoflex

FIRMNESS

Ideal for use both at home and in the out-of-doors.
The coconut coir will smooth out any irregularities,
and the Visco Memory layer will create home comfort.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
6 cm

Visco Memory

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spundbond
FILLINGS
Visco Memory
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spundbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

Jacquard
fabric
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double sided
mattress

Eco Friendly

Removable
ticking

Asymmetrical
firmness

PRIMA FORTE

FIRMNESS
medium/firm

A unique 3-layer futon based on natural latex, coconut coir
and Thermosoft material. It offers various options for the
firmness of sleeping accomodation.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
7 cm

Coconut coir

Natural latex

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spundbond
FILLINGS
Natural latex
Coconut coir
Thermoflex
Thermoflex
TICKING
Spundbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

Jacquard
fabric

double sided
mattress

Eco Friendly

PRIMA

Thermoflex

Removable
ticking

Air
circulation

soft/medium

Thermoflex

FIRMNESS

Futon with a layer of natural latex. Latex characteristic
is the ability to take the contours of your body very gently,
while providing support.

LOAD
HEIGHT

120 kg
6 cm

Natural latex

FILLINGS
TICKING
Jacquard fabric
Sintepon
Spundbond

TICKING
Spundbond
Sintepon
Jacquard fabric

Jacquard
fabric

double sided
mattress

asymmetrical
firmness

Eco Friendly

Removable
ticking

Air
circulation
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SWEET SLEEP

FILLINGS
Natural latex
Thermoflex
Thermoflex

ACCESSORIES
Pillows, blankets, mattress covers.
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ADVICE
MEMORY
The anatomical pillow with memory effect
OVERALL SIZE

60 • 40 • 14 / 12 cm

removable
cover

PILLOWS

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

memory effect

the filling is
Visco Memory

special anatomical shape

ADVICE MEMORY
CLASSIC

ADVICE
MEMORY MAN

The classic pillow with memory effect

The anatomical pillow for men

OVERALL SIZE

68 • 39 • 11 сm

OVERALL SIZE

51 • 41 • 13 сm

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

memory effect

the filling is
ViscoMemory

removable
cover

memory effect

the filling is
ViscoMemory

removable
cover

ACCESSORIES

anatomical
shape for men
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ADVICE MEMORY
WOMAN

ADVICE
MEMORY KIDDY

The anatomical pillow for women

The anatomical pillow for children

OVERALL SIZE

50 • 32 • 10 сm

OVERALL SIZE

60 • 30 • 8/5 cm

anatomical shape
for women

anatomical shape
for children

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

memory effect

the filling is
ViscoMemory

removable
cover

memory effect

the filling is
ViscoMemory

removable
cover

ADVICE LATEX
CLASSIC

ADVICE LATEX
CONTOUR

The orthopaedic pillow

The anatomical pillow

OVERALL SIZE

60 • 40 • 14 cm

OVERALL SIZE

the filling is
natural latex
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38 • 60 • 12 сm

special anatomical shape

the filling is
natural latex

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

removable
cover

air
circulation

natural line

air circulation

natural line

removable
cover

ADVICE LATEX
COMPACT

ADVICE
LATEX SOFT

The compact anatomical pillow

The orthopaedic pillow

38 • 50 • 12 сm

40 • 60 cm

OVERALL SIZE

special anatomical shape

the filling is
natural latex

removable
cover

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

air circulation

natural line

removable
cover

air circulation

the filling is
crushed latex

natural line

ADVICE LATEX
GEL CLASSIС

ADVICE LATEX
GEL CONTOUR

The classic pillow with cooling effect

The anatomical pillow with memory effect

OVERALL SIZE

40 • 60 • 14 сm

OVERALL SIZE

38• 60 • 12 сm

the filling is
natural latex

the filling is
natural latex

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

air
circulation

removable
cover

cooling
effect

air circulation

removable
cover

cooling
effect

ACCESSORIES

OVERALL SIZE
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ADVICE LATEX
MEMORY CLASSIC

ADVICE LATEX
MEMORY CONTOUR

The classic pillow with memory effect

The anatomical pillow with memory effect

60 • 40 • 14 сm

OVERALL SIZE

memory
effect

the filling is
natural latex

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

air circulation

natural line

removable
cover

OVERALL SIZE

38 • 50 • 12 сm

memory
effect

the filling is
natural latex

Eco Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

air
circulation

natural line

removable
cover

ADVICE
DREAM

ADVICE DREAM
CONTOUR

The silicone pillow

The silicone pillow of two levels

OVERALL SIZE

50 • 70 сm

OVERALL SIZE

cover of
coarse calico

Eco Friendly

cover of
coarse calico

76

the filling is
silicone

50 • 70 сm

Eco Friendly

the filling is
silicone

special anatomical shape

ADVICE
FOAM

ADVICE
FOAM MAXI

The classical pillow

The classical pillow of big size

40 • 60 сm

OVERALL SIZE

50 • 70 сm

OVERALL SIZE

Eco Friendly

cover of tricot
fabric

the filling is
Spring Foam

cover of tricot
fabric

the filling is
Spring Foam

SOFT
NIGHT

SOFT NIGHT
ALOE VERA

The classical pillow

The classical pillow

70 • 70 сm 50 • 70 сm

OVERALL SIZE

70 • 70 сm, 50 • 70 сm

ACCESSORIES

OVERALL SIZE

Eco Friendly

cover of
microfiber

the covers are
washable

cover of
microfiber

the covers are
washable

77

SOFT
NIGHT
The classic duvet

BLANKETS

Eco Friendly

the filling is
silicone thread

cover of
microfiber

SOFT NIGHT
ALOE VERA

SOFT
NIGHT TWIN

The classic duvet

The double duvet

the filling is
silicone thread

Eco Friendly

78

the filling is
silicone thread

cover of
microfiber

Eco Friendly

cover of
microfiber

Demi-season

ORGANIC
The hypoallergenic mattress protector

Eco
Friendly

the covers
are washable

cover of
tricot fabric

air circulation

natural line

removable
cover

AQUASTOP
LIGHT

AQUASTOP
The mattress cover protecting the
mattress against moisture penetration

terry cotton fabric
with a protective
membrane

Eco Friendly

the covers are
washable

fixation along
the perimeter

protection
against
moisture

The basic mattress cover

ACCESSORIES

MATTRESS
COVERS

fixatives in the
corners

Eco Friendly

terry cotton fabric
with a protective
membrane

the covers are
washable

fixatives in the
corners

79

the covers are
washable

the covers are
washable

80

PROTECT

PROTECT +

The standard mattress protector

The cotton mattress cover protecting
also the sides of the mattress

Eco Friendly

fixatives in
the corners

cover of
natural cotton

the filling is
sintepon

the covers are
washable

Eco Friendly

fixation along
the perimeter

cover of
natural cotton

the filling is
sintepon

PROTECT
LIGHT

ECO

The standard mattress protector

The basic mattress pad

Eco Friendly

fixatives in the
corners

cover of
microfiber

the filling is
sintepon

the filling is
spunbond

Eco Friendly

fixatives in
the corners

the covers are
washable

